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ABSTRACT In this paper, a mutual coupling reduction technique using filtering structures between two

antennas resonating in adjacent frequency bands is proposed. Two patch antennas resonating at low band

(4.8-5.0 GHz, part of 5G Band N79) and high band (5.15-5.35 GHz, part of IEEE 802.11 ax 5 GHz

Band), which are close to each other in frequency spectrum, are used as an illustrative example. The

decoupling structure consists of two open-loop resonators with filtering function coupled to the feed line

on its edges. By loading the filtering structures, the isolation between the two antennas is improved

from poorer than 15 dB to more than 25 dB when the reflection coefficients are still satisfactory in

their respective operating frequency bands, showing significant improvements compared to the reference

antennas where no filtering structures are introduced. The proposed method can be easily applied to

either mobile terminal or 5G CPE (Customer Premise Equipment) devices where both 5G and Wi-Fi are

installed as well as many other antennas with similar application scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Adjacent frequency bands, filtering structures, mutual coupling reduction, patch antenna,

Wi-Fi, 5G.

I. INTRODUCTION

IT IS in the era where wireless communication has

become indispensable and evolving dramatically. The

commercialization of the 5th generation (5G) wireless

systems [1], followed by the 6th generation Wi-Fi commu-

nication systems [2], making the existing scarce frequencies

even more crowded. Currently, the 5G frequency bands N7

and N41 are adjacent to the Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz band. Meanwhile,

the 5G frequency bands N77∼N79 are also in close prox-

imity to the Wi-Fi 5 GHz band, as shown in Fig. 1, not

to mention the coexisting LTE bands which will still be in

operation for a long time.

To ensure an antenna operating with desired performance

in a multiple-antenna environment, the spacing between the

antennas is usually kept above λ0/2 (λ0 represents the free-

space wavelength at center frequency). This is true not

only for MIMO antennas who are transmitting and receiv-

ing signal in the very same frequency channels, but also

for antennas whose working frequencies are adjacent. As

a matter of fact, it might be more crucial for antennas res-

onating in adjacent frequency bands to be well isolated since

they commonly belong to different communication systems

where no coordinating mechanisms exist. In other words,

it is highly possible that one antenna is transmitting while

the other one is in its receiving mode. It is well understood

that transmitting power level for most wireless communi-

cation systems must be much higher than the sensitivity of

a nearby receiver. Therefore, the mutual coupling between
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FIGURE 1. Frequency bands for 5G and Wi-Fi where possible interferences may

occur.

antennas in adjacent frequency bands must be taken into

consideration [3]–[5].

There are plenty of published papers working on mutual

coupling reduction for single band [6]–[17] and dual-

band [18]–[22] MIMO antennas where antennas are resonat-

ing in the very same frequency bands. Among these designs,

most antennas to be decoupled are identical to each other.

Currently, there are not many works concerning antennas

operating in adjacent frequency bands. For antennas resonat-

ing in nearby spectrum, filtering structures have been applied

to coupled antennas to improve the port isolation [23], [24].

In [23], the proposed feed network can achieve broad-

band decoupling with loading high-pass substrate integrated

waveguide (SIW) and low-pass spoof surface plasmon polari-

ton (SSPP). In [24], the presented filtering antenna element

can improve the port isolation due to its high out-of-band

radiation rejection characteristic, in which the radiation of the

high band (HB) subarray is suppressed in the low band (LB)

and vice versa. Choke radiators are also used to suppress

the mutual coupling between low band and high band base

station antennas [25]. While in [26], frequency selective sur-

face (FSS) are used to solve the coupling issue whose

scenario is similar to that in [25].

In this paper, filtering structures composed of open loop

resonators are adopted as part of the feeding line to reduce

mutual coupling among patch antennas operating in adjacent

bands. The transmission notch can be easily manipulated by

adjusting the size of the open-loop resonators at the feed-

ing lines of the low and high band antennas resonating at

4.9 GHz and 5.25 GHz respectively. Results show that intro-

ducing these resonators and the transmission notches into the

patch antennas operating in adjacent frequency bands is able

to improve their isolation significantly.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following man-

ner. The proposed design and the working mechanism of the

mutual coupling reduction are elaborated in Section II. To

verify the design feasibility of the work, simulated and

FIGURE 2. Diagram of the coupling mechanism between two antennas resonating in

adjacent frequency bands: (a) without filtering structure; and (b) with filtering

structure.

measured results will be demonstrated and analyzed in

Section III. Conclusion is drawn in Section IV.

II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION AND ANALYSIS

In this work, the two antennas operating in adjacent bands

are studied, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The designed LB and

HB antennas are operating at very close frequencies, i.e.,

4.9 GHz and 5.25 GHz respectively. In order to minimize the

space occupation, the two antennas are placed in close prox-

imity to each other, which will inevitably cause excessive

interference between them. The coupling paths between the

two antennas is illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the

coupling paths marked in blue in Fig. 2(a) that, when the LB

antenna element is excited, a part of electromagnetic (EM)

field radiated by the LB element is coupled to the HB ele-

ment, which would cause an increase in mutual coupling

and deterioration in radiation performance. However, when

the proposed decoupling structure with filtering function is

loaded around the feeding structure of the HB element, the

EM field generated by the LB antenna can be absorbed by

this structure, which can greatly improve the port isolation at

LB and further improve the antenna performance, as depicted

in Fig. 2(b). The same analysis process can be applied when

the HB antenna is excited. Once the filtering structure is

loaded around the feed-line of the LB antenna, the EM

waves coupled by the HB antenna can also be effectively

suppressed and the port isolation between the two antennas

is enhanced. The coupling paths in this case are marked with

orange lines in Fig. 2.

A. GEOMETRY OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA

Based on the above analysis, the proposed antennas resonat-

ing in adjacent frequency bands with the filtering structure

are shown in Fig. 3, which is arranged along the y-axis. It
consists of two patches, two feeding networks with filtering

structures, and a ground plane. The filtering structures con-

sist of two open-loop resonators coupled to the feed-line on

its edges. Both the LB and HB patch antennas are fabricated

on the top of the FR4 substrate with a relative permittivity

of 4.4 and a thickness of 0.8 mm. And two feeding networks

are printed on the top of another substrate with the same
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FIGURE 3. Geometry of the proposed antenna. (a) Top view. (b) Side view.

TABLE 1. Optimized parameters of the proposed antenna (unit: mm).

FIGURE 4. Geometry of the reference antenna.

relative permittivity and thickness, whereas the ground plane

is printed on the bottom of the substrate. The edge-to-edge

spacing between the HB and LB patches is set to 1 mm

(0.016 λ0 at 4.9 GHz) so as to achieve a compact size. The

other parameters of the antennas are listed in Table 1.

In order to better illustrate the effect of the filtering

structure on the antennas decoupling, two patch antennas

without any additional decoupling structure are shown in

Fig. 4 for reference. The comparisons of simulated S-

parameters between the reference antennas and the proposed

antennas are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that |S11| of

the reference antennas is less than −10 dB in the LB (4.8-

5.0 GHz, part of 5G Band N79) and |S22| is below -10 dB

in the HB (5.15-5.35 GHz, part of IEEE 802.11 ax 5GHz

Band). As the operating bands of the two antennas are very

close (the center frequency of the HB is only 1.07 times of

LB), the isolation between the two ports is very poor, which

is only about 15 dB at both LB and HB. Under the premise

of ensuring that the antennas are well matched, the antennas

are able to achieve isolation improvement from 15 dB to

FIGURE 5. Simulated S-parameters of the proposed antenna (with filtering

structure) and reference antenna (without filtering structure).

FIGURE 6. (a) Geometry of the antenna with two ports fed orthogonally. (b) The

simulated results of S-parameters for this antenna.

about 37 dB at 4.9 GHz and 5.25 GHz with loading the

proposed filtering structure, which shows the proposed fil-

tering structures have a very good decoupling effect on the

coupled antennas.

Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the antennas working

in adjacent frequency bands with two ports fed orthogo-

nally are also simulated and analyzed as another reference

antennas. The simulated S-parameters of this antennas are

shown in Fig. 6(b). It can be observed that the isola-

tion is also poor (only about 15 dB) in the two operating

bands although the antennas are well matched, which

implies the method of orthogonal feeding cannot reduce their

mutual coupling effectively. Therefore, it is very meaningful

using the proposed filtering structures to improve the port
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FIGURE 7. Geometry of the microstrip transmission line (a) without filtering

structure and (b) with filtering structure.

FIGURE 8. The simulated S-parameters of the microstrip transmission line with and

without the filtering structure (Case 1).

FIGURE 9. The equivalent circuit of the microstrip transmission with the proposed

filtering structure. (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2.

isolation of the two antennas operating in adjacent frequency

bands.

B. PRINCIPLE OF MUTUAL COUPLING SUPPRESSION

In order to clearly explain the principle of mutual coupling

suppression, the feed-line with and without the aforemen-

tioned filtering structures is extracted for analysis as depicted

in Fig. 7.

Case 1: First of all, the case of microstrip transmission

line with resonance at LB (4.9 GHz) and filtering character-

istics at HB (5.25 GHz) is investigated. The EM simulation

results are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the port isola-

tion at the HB can be effectively improved when the filtering

structures with HB coupling suppression is loaded near the

feed-line of the LB antenna. Moreover, the microstrip trans-

mission line with the filtering structures exhibits an obvious

band-stop characteristic at 5.25 GHz, and the coupling coef-

ficient between the two ports achieves 15 dB reduction at

5.25 GHz while the transmission line is well matched at

4.9 GHz. The total length of the filtering structures is about

half wavelength at HB.

Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 9(a), the filtering structures

can be equivalent to a parallel LC resonant circuit, which

are connected in series in the main circuit. Therefore, the

reactance of the whole LC circuit can be calculated by:

XLC =
1

j

(

1

jωC + 1/jωL

)

=
1

ω2

0
C/ω − ωC

(1)

where ω0 represents the resonant angular frequency of the

equivalent circuit. When the LC circuit resonates (ω = ω0),

the impedance of the port tends to infinity, thus preventing

current propagation to the feeding port. The value of L and

C in the equivalent circuit can be calculated according to the

formula in [27]. The equivalent capacitance C is obtained

as follows:

C =
ωc

Z0g1

1

ω2

0
− ω2

c

(2)

The resonance frequency f0 of the filtering structures and

the 3-dB cut-off frequency fc of |S21| can be extracted from

the frequency response curve in EM simulation, and the

corresponding angular frequencies ω0 and ωc can be fur-

ther obtained with the same approach. Finally, the value of

capacitance C can be figured out.

According to the resonance condition and the equivalent

capacitance C, the equivalent inductance L can be given as

follows:

L =
1

ω2

0
C

=
1

4π2f 2

0
C

(3)

From the above analysis, the component parameters of

the equivalent circuit of Case 1 can be calculated, and

L = 0.324 nH and C = 2.838 pF are obtained after a fine-

tuning process. The numerical results of the equivalent circuit

by commercial circuit simulator ADS are also depicted in

Fig. 8. The results show that the frequency characteristic

curve of EM simulation is in good agreement with that of

the circuit simulation, which demonstrates the feasibility of

the LC equivalent circuit model.

Case 2: The microstrip transmission line with resonance at

HB (5.25 GHz) and filtering characteristics at LB (4.9 GHz)

can also be analyzed using the principle of equivalent cir-

cuits. In this case, the total length of the filtering structures

is about half wavelength at LB. As can be seen from the

EM simulated results in Fig. 10, after loading the proposed

filtering structures, the coupling coefficient at LB can be

significantly reduced. Meanwhile, the capacitance C and the

inductance L in the equivalent circuit of Case 2 can be

obtained according to the above deduced formulas. As shown

in Fig. 9(b), L = 0.2 nH and C = 5.37 pF can be finalized

after a fine-tuning under this case. And a good agreement

between EM and circuit simulated results can be observed

from Fig. 10. Through the analysis of these two cases, the

transmission zeros at both bands shown in Fig. 5 have been

well validated.

The comparison of vector current distribution with and

without the filtering structures is plotted in Fig. 11. From
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FIGURE 10. The simulated S-parameters of the microstrip transmission line with

and without the filtering structure (Case 2).

FIGURE 11. Current distributions on the patch and feed line (a) when LB antenna is

excited at 4.9 GHz, (b) when HB antenna is excited at 5.25 GHz.

Fig. 11(a), when the LB antenna is excited, a strong cur-

rent distribution can be observed on the feed-line of the

HB antenna at 4.9 GHz under the condition without the fil-

tering structures. After loading the proposed structures, the

current distributed on the feed-line of the HB antenna is

suppressed obviously, which means an effective isolation

improvement is achieved at the lower operating band. A sim-

ilar phenomenon can also be seen from Fig. 11(b), when HB

antenna is excited, the current distributed on the feed-line

of the LB antenna is also suppressed at 5.25 GHz after

loading the proposed filtering structures. Thus, the port iso-

lation between the LB and HB elements is improved at both

working bands.

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the

frequency band of decoupling can be controlled by adjusting

the length of the proposed filtering structures. Therefore, the

effects of two key parameters, i.e., lf2 and lf4, on the antennas
decoupling are analyzed separately.

FIGURE 12. Simulated transmission characteristics of the proposed antenna for

different parameters. (a) lf2 and (b) lf4.

FIGURE 13. Prototype of the proposed patch antenna.

Fig. 12 shows the simulated transmission characteristic

curves of the proposed antennas for these two parameters.

When one parameter of the proposed filtering structures is

analyzed, the other parameters are kept unchanged as listed

in Table 1. It can be observed that the higher frequency

transmission zero moves to the lower frequency band as lf2
increases. Correspondingly, when lf4 increases, the lower

frequency transmission zero moves to the lower frequency

band. Finally, the parameters lf2 and lf4 are chosen to be

5.2 mm and 5.7 mm in this work for the best decoupling

performance.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Fig. 13, the proposed compact patch anten-

nas are fabricated and tested to verify the theoretical design.

The S-parameters (reflection and transmission coefficients)

are measured by vector network analyzer (VNA) and the

measured results are shown in Fig. 14. The measured results

are slightly different from the simulated ones due to the

fabrication processing error and measurement error, but still

meet the performance requirements. It shows the proposed

filtering structures have a significant effect on the mutual

coupling suppression. The isolation is more than 25 dB in

both adjacent operating frequency bands when both the LB

and HB antennas are well matched. Moreover, the mea-

sured results show that the isolation can reach to 30.3 dB

at 4.9 GHz and 39.8 dB at 5.25 GHz.

Simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 13, radiation

performance is measured by the TEM Radio 24 probe

near-field measurement system. Fig. 15 demonstrates the

simulated and measured radiation patterns of the proposed

compact patch antennas at 4.9 GHz and 5.25 GHz. In the

process of testing, when LB antenna is excited, the port of

HB antenna is connected to a matching load and vice versa.
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FIGURE 14. Simulated and measured S-parameters of the proposed compact patch

antenna.

FIGURE 15. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the proposed compact

patch antenna at (a) 4.9 GHz and (b) 5.25 GHz.

FIGURE 16. Measured radiation patterns of the antennas with and without the

filtering structures at (a) 4.9 GHz and (b) 5.25 GHz.

It can be seen that the measured radiation pattern maintains

a good agreement with the simulated one. In addition, the

measured gain at the boresight direction reaches 7.8 dBi at

4.9 GHz and 6.2 dBi at 5.25 GHz. The measured radiation

patterns of the antennas with and without filtering struc-

tures at 4.9 GHz and 5.25 GHz are plotted in Fig. 16. It

can be seen that the radiation pattern of the antenna with

the filtering structure is the same as the antenna without it.

The radiation pattern is not affected by loading the filtering

structure.

TABLE 2. Comparison of the proposed antenna and reference antennas.

A comparison of the proposed antennas with other

reported antennas is presented in Table 2, one can be

observed from which that the proposed antennas have two

bands operating close to each other (the center frequency of

the HB is only 1.07 times of the LB). It can also be seen

that the proposed antennas achieve the smallest edge-to-edge

spacing compared to other works. Moreover, the decoupling

method reported in this work also has certain advantages in

the improvement of the port isolation in both of the two

resonant bands.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper reports two patch antennas loaded with filtering

structures are placed in a compact space and operating in

adjacent frequency bands. The proposed filtering structures

are composed of two open-loop resonators loaded at both

sides of the feed-line. After a theoretical analysis of the

proposed antennas, they have been fabricated and measured

for design verification. The simulated and measured results

prove that after loading the filtering structures, the port iso-

lation can reach more than 25 dB in both operating bands

for |S11| < −10 dB in LB and |S22| < −10 dB in HB,

showing 15 dB and 25 dB isolation improvements at low

and high resonant frequencies, respectively. Moreover, the

decoupling frequency band can be controlled easily to meet

different frequency requirements by adjusting the length of

the filtering branch. In addition, the measured gain of the

proposed antenna is up to 7.8 dBi at 4.9 GHz and 6.2 dBi

at 5.25 GHz. The proposed filtering structure can effectively

suppress the mutual coupling of antennas without deterio-

rating the other performance of the antenna, which provides

an attractive function for solving mutual coupling problems

of antennas operating in adjacent frequency bands.
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